MECCA DAY JUBILEE

PUBLICATIONS WILL EXTEND OVER PERIOD OF FIVE DAYS

Stark Jubilee Season

GIVE PLAY SECOND TIME

Hidden Mysteries of Mecca Jubilarian Ideas for Decorations at Applied Science Banquet, to Be Taken in Women's Gymnasium—Fountain of Years and Celebration

The students in the college of applied science will stage their annual Mecca day celebration during the five days beginning Tuesday, March 16, and ending Saturday, March 20.

The traditional jubilee which attracts hundreds of alumni every year will begin with a banquet in the Hotel Jefferson on Tuesday, March 16. Marion E. McCormack, director of the interested students of Applied Science, will be the toastmaster. Dr. Albert D. Sandry, Professor of English, will preside and Horace Price.

On the following evenings, March 17, 18, and 19, a comedy titled "May Be So" was produced by the directed and student-acted by engineers will be given in the gymnasium. The performance is expected to be a hit and inspired by the love of music in its form. The engineer's dance will be given Friday evening at the Women's gymnasium.

Horse Race Books

The horse race books have been furnished the committees with original ideas for the decorations and several traveling will be introduced. A dance committee, consisting of Paul Wimer, William Gallaher, H. M. Coo and C. O. Thompson has been appointed to arrange for the races.

MORNINGSIDE WIN FORENSIC CONTEST

Florence Bruce of Sioux City, M. B. A. and Grant T. Weott, of "American Safeguarded"...Florence Bruce, representing Morningside College of Sioux City, won the first round in women's Women's State Forensic League, Fri...The 31st Ill. State Forensic Meet..."America Safeguarded."...The 31st Ill. State Forensic Meet..."America Safeguarded."...T. Bruce..."America Safeguarded."...Bruce...

AN EASIER WAY TO TELLING TRUTH

MUST BE CHRISTIAN

Dr. Sahak Zewde Tells Needed Urgency To Go For East

OPPORTUNITIES NUMEROUS

Without Christian background. One will not be able to benefit...The future of the world is to be made as to the nature of the probable event of 1941, which will mark the 104th anniversary of the existence of the university.

REGIMENTAL BAND GIVE CONCERTS

Opening Program Scheduled for Next Sunday Afternoon in Iowa State University Band Hall

With the approval of President...Walter Scott and the Board of Regents, the Iowa State University Band Hall will give a series of...The Iowa State University Band Hall program announced yesterday. The first of the concerts will be given Sunday afternoon, February 23, at 4 o'clock.

The plan of giving Sunday afternoon concerts when there are no required courses arranged is an idea fostered by Prof. G. W. Van Doren, the department head. It had been hoped to start the concerts earlier in the year but the illness of the professor and members of his organization interposed with the original plan. The program for the opening concert contains the following trap: the latter part of the week. One of the favorite of the band this year is the Symphony Serenade, which will be played on the home floor, this sea-Carl G. Franzen and C. E. Germane, ruary...The judges were Arthur M...

AMES CANCELS BIG STATE TRACK CLASSIC

Triangular Meet with Grinnell and Ames High School is Canceled—Fall Schedule Fares Old Gold

 Ames has called off the triangular indoor track meet scheduled for March 13, at Ames, because the meet comes at a time when the Aggies are having vacation. Iowa, Grinnell, and Ames comprise the trio. A lat-ter date will not be scheduled, with Ames, but Howard of the Ames, director of track...Ames track...The meet was scheduled as follows:...March 15—12th Street indoor meet...March 20—indoors conference meet.

FACTORIES MEMBERS AT EDUCATIONAL VENUES

The University will be represented by Dean William B. Russell, Professor Evens E. Lewis, Ernest J. Ashmore, Charles L. L. Robinson, and Prof. Horst, of the education, director of the University Extension...The Superstition of the Patronage of the National Education Association, which was held in Cleveland, Ohio...February 23 is 17 to 22.

ACACIA HAS FIRE

A fire broke, opened in yesterday noon...broke the first degree...in addition...in 403 State house street when a small blaze created much alarm among the faculty and students at the Atwater house.
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AMATEUR ORATORS COMPETE FOR PRIZE

Fourteen Persons Entered for Preliminary—Jesse Ginn Gives Prize of $50

Fourteen orators have been annouced the Tuesday contest between the University in the Northern Orato...on March 26. Professor W. A. Jesse gives a prize of $50 to the winner.

Three Judges acted at the preliminary...The rules for the preliminary...The final contest will be passed upon by the University board as soon as the preliminary...They have not yet been announced.

The winner of first place in the Northwestern contest will represent the University in the Northern Oratorical...University of Wisconsin May 8.

Fourteen orators have been annouced the Tuesday contest between the University in the Northern Orato...on March 26. Professor W. A. Jesse gives a prize of $50 to the winner.
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Fourteen orators have been annouced the Tuesday contest between the University in the Northern Orato...on March 26. Professor W. A. Jesse gives a prize of $50 to the winner.

Fourteen orators have been annouced the Tuesday contest between the University in the Northern Orato...on March 26. Professor W. A. Jesse gives a prize of $50 to the winner.

Fourteen orators have been annouced the Tuesday contest between the University in the Northern Orato...on March 26. Professor W. A. Jesse gives a prize of $50 to the winner.
Diane of the Iowa Memorial Union project and to students contributing classes to a story about George Washington's early misfortunes with the cherry tree published in a school reader of about 1850. The story quoted the lad's father as saying that rather than have his son tell a lie, he would gladly pay him his fines. Regarding a modern view of this, it has been noted that the atmosphere of humorous mock-heroism, and some rather cynical comments, have emerged that this change of popular sentiment is a certain tightening of the corruption of the present age. On the other hand it seems a rather curious sign of a modern development of frankness and candid recognition of human shortcomings.

We have even come to doubt the entire validity of the cherry tree episode. The great Father of America seems even greater as a regular boy than as the narrow-minded, accentuated century writers have pictured him, an almost mystical creation with a psychological inability to tell a lie.

Return of Washington's birthday, with its shadow of that rugged personality, invites an attempt of a general introspection, and the present tendency to call a spade a spade looks like a great advance after the day when it was said, "It cannot tell a lie."

Thomas Hardy says women will put up with a great deal of unconventionality in behavior, "when they want it in [his] book, when to offer". "when they want it, must be mastered", "this is sometimes"; when they want no remains, in which case he might have added, when they want a collection of sterility jewelry, which is always.

Henderson's "Statement" still holds his talk in his own defense proved him guilty; he will not be tried.

Kansas reports 1913 as the deepest depression the state had since 1907. The fear history repeats itself.

"Nothing But the Truth" Today

DO YOU FAVOR THE HONOR SYSTEM?

An Iowan Pull of Student Sentiment is Being Demonstrated in Reconstructing the Honor System at Iowa.

Do you Believe in the Principle of a Honor System?

Yes [x] No [ ]

Should it be Adopted Here?

Yes [x] No [ ]

Do You Favor It Next Fall?

Yes [x] No [ ]

Please place an X in the square opposite your sentiment, No (negative) or Yes (affirmative). Mail or bring your vote to Editor, Honor Section, Daily Iowan. Please sign, all votes.

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS

PRESENT THEIR MID-WINTER COMEDY

"Nothing But the Truth"

JAMES MONTGOMERY'S FAMOUS PLAY

ALL STAR CAST

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

ENGLET THEATRE. 8:35 P.M.

Tickets at Wheatsome

Price: 75c, 75c. 1.00 plus war tax
Engel Theatre

Saturday Matinee and night . . . FEBRUARY 28th

New YorK THEATRE

SENIORS ATTENTION
You will want engraved cards for your commitment invitations. This is one of our specialties.

Nothing in print or engraving.

ECONOMY ADV. CO.

Wash. and Linn Streets

Iowa City, Iowa

PRICE 50c to $2.00

WDC PIPE

TRADE MARK

Nine cases out of ten, the man who once smokes a W D C Pipe becomes a life member of the W D C fraternity. A W D C is certainly a man's pipe smoke. It's as sweet and mellow as carefully selected French briar and expert seasoning can make it. Not only material of the first water, but craftsmanship of the highest order, and designs that are most pleasing— all combine to make the W D C Pipe a smoke of peace, contentment and satisfaction. A man's smoke. Any good dealer will confirm this.

New Mechanics Instructor

Sergeant Conrad H. Kinney, motor transport corps, has been assigned to the military department of the University from the motor transport depot in Chicago.

Pastime Theatre

TODAY AND TOMORROW

"Should a Husband Forgive?" SEE THE ANSWERS

This picture has one of the best horse race scenes ever put on the screen—but better than "Chocobo!"

Also

SNUB-POLLARD COMEDY

TOPICS OF THE DAY

FATHE NEWS

15c and 50c

Attend Matinee

Engel Theatre

LAST TIMES TODAY

Matinee and Evening

Absolutely the funniest play ever written by GEORGE M. COHAN

After long runs in New York, Chicago and Boston

COHAN & HARRIS Present

George M. Cohan's Great Character Comedy

A Prince

There Was

From Darrogh Aldrich's story "Enchanted Hearts"

With

James Gleason

AND A NEW YORK CAST AND PRODUCTION

NIGHT PRICES—$2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 50c

Sunday Matinee—Main Floor $1.25, Balcony $1.00 & 50c

Reserved seat rate for all these performances opens at Theatre Friday 9 a.m.

Engel Theatre

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26th

On account of overwhelming request we have secured

A RETURN ENGAGEMENT OF THE

Fanchon and Marco 1919 Revue

With FANCHON and MARCO

And help by LISONA AND CHAIN

and a notable cast headed by Arthur West, Dave Lever, Aileen Miller, Phil Harris, Ida Gold, Mildred and Mayo.

30 Most Beautiful Girls

In the World

A MILE OF SMILES

LET'S GO!

The Same Company and Cast

The Same "Peep" and Talent

Whose first performance here (six weeks ago) received much Applause and Laughter than any attraction ever appearing at this theatre.

SAME PRICES—50c, $1.00, $1.25, $2.00.
Virtues and Objections to Honor System

From Day to Day the Iowa Will Carry a Series of Discussions, and Reports on the Merits of the Honor System at Other Institutions to Familiarize the Student Body with the Various Systems.

In a recent statement, former president Taft said that he approved of the Honor System proposed for Yale, provided that a gymnastic is imposed for violations. (He added, "In effect, it is a recent custom that the immediate responsibility for the student's fairness in the examinations be transferred from the faculty to the classes."

I have not the slightest objection to this, if the class as a whole takes the responsibility. This responsibility, however, should involve some sort of investigation by the class as a whole to secure the fairness which ought to be obtained.

"If, therefore, the class will stipulate, as the class does in the scientific school under its honor system, that uniform execution by any member of the class in the examination, known to the other members of the class, shall be the subject of investigation and tried by a class court, with a report of the facts and a recommendation of a penalty, if any is deemed necessary, to the dean for confirmation and action, I strongly approve the change proposed; otherwise I do not.

President Harry A. Garfield, William College, writes:

"I beg to say that I have observed the working of the Honor System both here and at Princeton, and I believe, in the system in principle, and can testify to the efficacy with which it works in both places.

Rector of P. E. Hall, of Johns Hopkins, Baltimore, Md., writes:

"The authorities here have always taken on the ground that the only efficient way of securing honesty in examinations is through appeal to the honor of the students. They are driven to understand that we assume that they can be trusted."